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2020-2021

Monday, 5:15pm-6:15 pm


November 2nd 2020 : Thomas CALVO, Crime in Madagascar: Coping with fear and victimisation on the labour market.

November 16th 2020 : Clara DUGORD, Evolution and individual determinants in the use of prevention and screenings.


December 14th 2020 : Josselin ROMAN, Policy interactions and the transition to clean technology? (joint with Ghassane Benmir, LEDa and LSE).

January 4th 2021 : Théo DRONNE, Which market design to integrate local flexibility considering information and investment incentives issues?.


February 1st 2021: Antonio MELO, Impact of abortion access on abortion rates, timings, and methods.


March 1st 2021: Mary DI SANTOLO, Political reservations and women's labour market participation in rural Andhra Pradesh and Telangana in India.


March 29th 2021: Simon TOUBOUL, Invention in adaptation technologies and natural hazard.